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PLAIN-PAPER INK-JET FAX 

The professional plain-paper fax with integrated 
digital answer-phone. Fast and practical, with 
impressive paper management and a full range 
of phone functions. The Olivetti FAX_LAB 480 
is the ideal tool for professionals or small businesses.
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HIGH PAPER CAPACITY
up to 100 cut sheets

CENTRAL NAVIGATOR with all function
keys close at hand

LONG-LIFE CONSUMABLES
Olivetti FJ 31 cartridge  

DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE 
With an innovative ergonomic design, enlivened by
stylish colour accents, the FAX_LAB 480 is a state-of-the-
art product for professionals.
The high-speed 14,400 bps modem transmits an A4 page
in just 7 seconds. The device also offers impressive
operating autonomy: the document memory stores up to
100 pages, the automatic document feed holds 20 pages,
and the paper tray has a 100-sheet capacity.

TELEPHONE 
For maximum flexibility, the range of advanced telephone
features includes caller ID, a 60-number phonebook,
hands-free dialling and hands-free speaking, as well 
as a list of unanswered calls.

ANSWERPHONE
The FAX_LAB 480 is equipped with a modern, practical
answerphone, with remote access, a 15-minute memory
and indefinite retention of the recorded messages in the
event of power failure. Incoming message time can be
configured as required. The display shows the date and
time of messages in playback.

SMS TEXT MANAGEMENT  
A key feature of this fax is the SMS function, for writing,
sending and receiving texts and, particularly important,
printing incoming texts. 

EASY TO USE
The control panel of the FAX_LAB 480 has been restyled,
for enhanced ergonomics and ease of use. The main
element is the centrally positioned intuitive navigator,
surrounded by all the main function keys. The LCD
display is placed above the control panel, so that all the
programming keys are close at hand.  

QUALITY
Ink-jet technology delivers better printing quality than
thermal transfer technology, a difference that 
is particularly apparent in greyscale documents. 
The long-life print cartridges guarantee autonomy 
and keep running costs down. And like 
all Olivetti fax, the FAX_LAB 480 ensures 
security and confidentiality: no traces 
are kept of documents after reception 
or copying. 



Display

- 15-minute message recording time 
- Incoming messages configurable from

30 to 60 sec. 
- Unlimited retention of recorded messages
- Message transfer to predefined number
- Call monitor 
- Personal access code
- Remote access
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Print method Ink jet on plain paper

Compatibility

Transmission 
speed 

FAX_LAB 480
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Group 3

Compression 
method 

Document format 

Automatic 
document feed 

Paper tray 

Memory (pages) 

7 seconds at 14,400 bps with 
Automatic Fall Back

MH, MR, MMR with Error Correction
Mode (ECM)

max A4 

20 pages

100 cut sheets (80 g/m2)

100 (ITU-TS no.1 sample text,
MH compression, 3.8% coverage)

Scan resolution 

Contrast control 

Greyscale

Phone book 
One-touch/
quick dialling 

Functions

200 x 200 dpi

Manual

64 levels

10/50 numbers   

- Transmission from memory, circulars, deferred
transmission to up to 10 numbers 

- Out-of-paper reception
- Automatic fax/telephone and 

answerphone/fax switching
- Silent reception 
- Polling transmission and reception 
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Functions

- Hands-free dialling 
- Hands-free speaking  
- Caller ID
- Call on hold with mute key

Answerphone

SM
S 

*

Transmission 
functions

- SMS text creation (characters associated 
with number keys)

- SMS text transmission to fixed and 
mobile numbers and e-mail addresses

- Max storage capacity 30 SMS texts
- Printing of incoming SMS texts
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Copy mode Single sheets

Zoom 50%, 70%, 100%, 140%

Multicopy Up to 9 copies
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2 lines x 16 characters, texts in 9 languages Absorption 3 W in stand by, 25 W max

Consumables

- Starter cartridge: 
included in box

- User cartridge: 
FJ 31, code B0336F, capacity 450 pages
(ITU-TS no. 1 sample text, MH  
compression, 3.8% coverage)

Dimensions (WxDxH) 355 x 332 x 304 mm (with paper holders)

Weight 3.5 kg

*where service is provided by local operators

Reception functions 
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